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Question 1 [20 Marks] 

a) Convert the following numbers to its decimal equivalent. [7m] 

i. 10113 

 

ii. 9E.A16 

 

b) Convert the decimal number 122.6310 to its binary equivalent (to five radix 

points). [7m] 

 

 

c) Convert  114.68 to its: [6m] 

i.  binary equivalent. 

 

 

ii. hexadecimal equivalent. 

 

 
Question 2 [25 Marks] 

a) Convert the Gray Coded value 1001 1011 to its binary equivalent. [5m] 

 

 

b) Perform the operation below using 8 bits 2’s complement where appropriate. 

Show all your works clearly. [8m] 

i. 15 + 20 

 

 

ii. 50 – 30 

 

 

c) A system using even parity received the following ASCII hexadecimal value, 

CCCF47C9C316 (receives MSB first). By referring the ASCII table given in 

Appendix (refer Table 1 in Page 12), find the message by completing Table 2. 

[12m] 
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Table 2: ASCII to character conversion 

Received 
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in hex 
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in binary 
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APPENDIX 

 

Table 1: ASCII Table 

 



NAME : __________________________________________________ 

STUDENT ID : ______________  SECTION: __________ 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer all questions in the spaces given and show ALL your workings. 

[3m] 

[1m] 

1. 2 bytes is equal to how many:

a. Nibbles =

b. Words =

c. Bits =

2. Give ONE example of code in the digital systems.

3. Convert 90.312510 to

a. Binary = [4m] 

b. Hexadecimal [2m] 

4. Using 8-bits number system, change -24 into its representation of:

a. Sign and magnitude [2m] 

b. 1’s complement [2m] 

c. 2’s complement [1m] 

5. Using 10-bits 2’s complement signed numbers, perform the following operation.

a. 24 + 16 [2m] 

b. -90 - 16 [3m]
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1. Please write True [T] or False [F] for the following statements. [6m]

1 The smallest “unit” of data on a binary computer is a single byte 

2 2 Words = 8 nibble 

3 MSB is the leftmost bit. 

4 1001 is an invalid code in BCD 

5 Gray code is used to facilitate error correction in digital communications. 

6 Parity bit is append to the code at the rightmost position (LSB) 

2. Convert the following numbers to its decimal equivalent.

a. FE0416 [2m]

b. 7505 [2m]

3. Convert  900010 to following number representations.

a. hexacedimal number. [3m]

b. binary number [1m]

4. Convert  564.4510 to following number representations. Give answer to 3 fractional

point.

a. binary number. [5m]

b. hexadecimal number [1m]

0010 0011 0100 . 0110
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5. Convert 2288 to: [1m]

a. BCD

b. Gray Code [2m]

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 

6. What is the ASCII binary code for the character ‘S’ (53H) using odd parity code. [2m]

7. Give reasons why  -8 is invalid in the following 4 bits signed number representation:

a. Sign and magnitude [2m]

b. 1’s complement [2m]

8. Perform the following operations using 8-bit 2’s complement signed number.

a. 24 – 17 [3m]

b. -17 +  24 [3m]
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